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must correctly meter and place seeds;
harvesting machines must deliver all
of the harvested crop, and in un
damaged condition. Acceptable quality
standards are, in most cases, poorly
defined and are difficult to assess
quantitatively. Farmers and their ad
visors, however, are fairly definite as
to what constitutes "satisfactory" and
"unsatisfactory" perfomance. Within
the qualitative definition of satisfactory
work, machines may supply energy to
a system, and work may be performed.
This concept has been widened in
recent years to include system control.

It is useful to recall the energy
balance concept as applied to farm
work, in order to more rationally esti
mate the operating cost of farm ma
chines.

An energy balance may be written
as:

VE = W
where

E = energy supplied

rj = efficiency of energy conversion

W = work accomplished

It may be recalled that power may
be defined as the rate of doing work.

Then,

^PT = W

For a particular quantity of work
accomplished,

77PT = a constant

Where ?? is a constant, P and T may
vary inversely while maintaining a
constant product. The quantity of
energy that must be supplied varies
directly with the work accomplished,
and is independent of the rate at which
the work is performed. Within well
defined limits, the quantity of fuel re
quired to perform a particular opera
tion remains the same whether a large
tractor and machine combination per
form the task or whether a small
tractor and machine are used over a
longer period of time. Fuel costs may,
therefore, normally be considered as a
linear function of task size alone.

Timing of Operations

Weather and seasonal effects com
bine with growth characteristics of

FOREWORD

Linear programming has been used
to a considerable extent as a method
of developing the optimum combina
tions and scales of farm enterprises.
The fixed costs associated with the
farm plant are usually left out of these
programs because of the difficulty of
faithfully representing fixed costs in
the linear programming model. The
question must then inevitably be asked
whether the enterprise combination and
scale (the solution) would have been
the same had the fixed costs been
included.

This paper develops a method for
simultaneously minimizing the fixed
costs of one class of farm machinery
and incorporating these fixed costs
into a general linear program.

PROGRAMMING FOR MINIMUM-

COST MACHINERY

COMBINATIONS

Field or Series Machines—

One-Man Crew

Field or series machines are defined
for the purpose of this paper as ma
chines that are available in an infinitely
variable size range. The relationship
between task size and time then ap
pears as:

A = TY

crops to determine the general periods
in which particular farm operations or
sequences of operations, are best per
formed. These data are needed on a
regional basis if an analytic approach
to machinery selection is to be prac
ticed.

Price-Size Relationships

The retail prices of tractors and rep
resentative classes of farm machines
are plotted against field capacity in
figures 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The data for all of these charts, ex
cepting those for combines, are plotted
in a straight-forward manner, and as
sume only that speeds are constant for
a class of machines, and that field
capacities are linear functions of opera
ting width. The chart for combines is
based upon equation 2, an empirical
equation relating measured output to
machine parameters. This formula can

en

where

A = task size (e.g., acres)

T = time (e.g., hours)

Y = capacity or rate of perfor
mance (e.g., acres per hour)

The assumption of continuously
variable size ranges, of course, repre
sents an approximation of a discrete
variable by a continuous variable.
Errors introduced by this approxima
tion are considered to be a penalty
that can be justified in view of the
more powerful mathematical tools that
are made available.

Energy Relationships

Field machines must meet work
quality standards, e.g., tillage machines
must provide a tilth and must destroy
growing weeds; seeding equipment
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Figure I. Tractors.
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Figure 2. Canadian Combines.
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Figure 4. Canadian Chisel Plows.

undoubtedly be improved upon, but is
felt to be satisfactory for this limited
application.

Grain Combines

Y = 3

where

W

92(•

3_
B*~x L
38,600 7,400 /

(2)

Y = field capacity, long tons per
hour

W = cylinder width in inches

B = body width in inches

L = straw walker length in inches

S = combined chaffer and sieve
area in square inches

The linear nature of the price-size
relationship is strikingly apparent in
every class of machine. This relation
ship may be reasonably expressed for
each class of machines as

C = BY (3)

where

C = retail price

Y = size (capacity) e.g., acres per
hour

B = a constant of proportionality

It may be useful to express capacity
in terms of average ground speed as

Y = Sy

where

S = forward speed mph

y = capacity per mph

The relationship expressed by equa
tion 3 may be extended to relate
capacity and yearly capital cost.

C = B'Y (4)

where

C = yearly fixed cost

B' = a linear coefficient

C" may be calculated by any of the

normal methods. B' may then be cal
culated as

C ,B' = -q X B

The extremely useful relationship
by equation 4 is used repeatedly in
developing equations for machinery
selection and replacement.

Programming for Equipment Selection

It has been shown that the cost of

energy is relatively independent of the
rate at which work is performed, and
that fuel costs may, therefore, normal
ly be considered as constant coef
ficients of enterprise size. A similar
case can be developed for repair and
maintenance costs*. The more com

plex relationships that exist between
fixed-cost, machine capacity and task
size are expressed by

YT (1)

and

C = B'Y (4)

A working sequence of farming opera
tions may be represented by re-writing
equation 1 and summing to obtain the
qualifying equation

n

2
i=l

li =
n Aj

i=l x

subject to the constraint,

n

2 t.

i=l l
= T

(la)

and the objective function

C 2 B'-Yj
= 1

(4a)

*Tractor repair cost functions tend to be lumpy.
However, the lumpiness is of a rather predic
table nature. It then becomes entirely reason
able to pro-rate costs as linear functions of
work accomplished.
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Any solution should, of course, mini
mize the objective function.

Equations 1 and 4, or Ja and 4a are
fundamental to programming for
equipment selection.

Linear programming requires that at
least one of the three terms of equa
tions 1 or la be a constant, and that
B' in equations 4 or 4a be a constant
coefficient of a variable Y. As A and T
are normally system variables, the
requirements for linear programming
are not directly met.

A number of mathematicians have
developed non-linear programming
algorithms. The greatest emphasis has
been placed on programs in which
constraints are linear functions and
cost coefficients are quadratic. A dif
ferent approach is illustrated here. A
"best" set of operating times is calcu
lated using Lagrange's method for

minimizing a function. These operating
times are then inserted in a regular
farm linear program to select machine
size in complete association with en
terprise size.

Determination of Best Operating

Times (l\)

Referring to equations 1 and 4 and
assuming no alternate use of labor, it
can be shown that Y (and therefore C)
approaches a minimum value when T
approaches a maximum permissable
value. Where maximum permissible
values for T are known, equations 1
and 4 may be readily included in a
general linear program by including
equation 1 in the restraint matrix, and
equation 4 in the cost row. An ex
ample is illustrated by figure 5.
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Figure 5.

The method illustrated in figure 5
can be extended to the general problem
(as represented by equations la and
4a) provided that "best values" can be
developed for the time input coef
ficients "t;".

Equations la and 4a can be written
for a program of farm operations per
formed by one man operating a series
of machines in sequence as shown in
figure 6.
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The problem is to select tjj so that

2 B|Yj *»-»-minimum

where

Yj = capacity of machine

Ai = task size

t^ = time for single operation
T^ = time limit for sequence of

operations

B'j = cost coefficient of Yj
Figure 6.

For example, Yi might represent
plow capacity, Y2 disc capacity, Y3
harrow capacity and Y„ seeder capa
city, all in acres per hour.

Ti might represent the time limit on
field operations for planting the barley
crop. It should be noted that the
general formulation permits any num
ber of implements, and any number of
qualifying equations.

(i.e.: for Ti = S tji, i can be any
integer)

If competition for time exists be
tween enterprises (as distinct from
operations of one enterprise), the
equation illustrated in figure 6 can be
extended to include this possibility.

It should be further noted that the
power-unit (tractor) can be included
in the set of equations as shown in
figure 7. Each row can be seen to
represent the equation

Yt> KiYi (5)

where

Yt = implement size in acres/hour

Yi = tractor HP

Ki= HP per acre/hour of imple
ment size
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The function, Z = % BiYi from
i=l

figures 6 and 7 may be minimized
subject to the time restraints

n

i=l

from figure 6 and the power constraints

Yt > K{ Yi from figure 7, by selecting

optimum machine sizes (Yj).

Writing in problem form,

Determine a set of Yj so that

Z = 2 Bi Yi
i=l

minimum

(from figures 6 and 7)
subject to the qualifying equations

n A; n
T= 2 —1or1 T= 2 t.

i=lYi i=l

(from figure 6)

and Yt> KiYi (From figure 7)

A SOLUTION THAT MINIMIZES
Z, SUBJECT TO THE QUALIFY
ING EQUATIONS, YIELDS "BEST"
VALUES FOR ti .

This general set of equations may be
solved to yield a minimum value for
the objective function (Z), by a
method, referred to in mathematical
texts, as the method of Lagrange's
Multipliers2.

Lagrange's Multipliers may be used
to obtain a level value for a function
of the form:

u = F(x,y,z, — t) (6)

where the variables are connected by
an arbitrary number of auxiliary equa
tions of the form:

<£i(x,y,z, — t) = 0

</>2(x,y,z, — t) = 0

</>3(x,y,z,—t) = 0

(7)

(It should be observed that equation 6
could represent the functional of the

equation in figure 6 while equation 7
could represent the auxiliary equations
in time and tractor size of figure 6 and
figure 7 respectively).

Lagrange's method consists of form
ing the function:

u = F + 8^ + /xc/>2 -f f</>3

where 8, p and f are constants to which
shall later be assigned suitable values
and where u is a function of the inde
pendent variables (x — t). The partial
derivatives in (x — t) of this function
give the equations:

(8)

1-1*0 r^

The unknowns x — t, can now be de
termined from equations 7 and 8.

This method of minimizing a cost
function can be illustrated by the fol
lowing example:

"Minimize the investment in two
machines and a tractor if the equip
ment must be large enough to per
form their operations in sequence on
a 200 acre field in a total time of
100 hours. Power requirement of
the first machine is 10 hp per acre
per hour capacity, and for the second
20 hp per acre per hour capacity.
Cost coefficients are $100.00 per
acre per hour, $100.00 per acre per
hour, and $10.00 per hp respective
ly".

The function to be minimized, (similar
to equation 4a) is

$Z = 100Y! + 100Y2 + 10Y:i

subject to qualifying relationships

™ +-3g-- ioo
Y3 > 20Y,

Y3> 10Y2

The qualifying equation represents a
time-size qualification, while the ine
quations represent the power require
ments for the machines in the sequence.

Investigation of this problem reveals
that three and only three possible
conditions can apply: both restrictions
imposed by power requirements can
be equalities, or, one can be an equality
while the other is an inequality. Solu
tions to all of these possible combina
tions are readily obtained.

Assume only one equality,

Y3 = 20Y,

Clearly the other power qualification
cannot effect the solution if the solu-
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tion obtained by neglecting it sustains
the ignored qualification. By corolary,
a solution can be obtained by ignoring
the second qualification and checking
the validity of the solution by deter
mining whether or not the ignored
qualification is sustained by the solu
tion.

Ignoring the second power qualifica
tion and substituting for Y3 in the
functional, the problem appears as

Z = 300Y, + 100Y2

200 200

Y, Yo
100

These equations solve readily by
Lagrange's method to yield:

Y, =

Y2 =
2 \/300 + vioo

= 5.47 acres per hour

Y3 = 63.0 hp

from which t, =63.5 hours and t2 =

36.5 hours

and where, incidentally Z = $1,492.00

The validity of the solution is proven
by the second qualification being sus
tained by substitution.

Y3 = 63.0 > 54.7

The combination of Lagrange's
method and linear programming pro
vides a powerful approach to problems
involving both variable - cost and
normally-fixed-cost relationships. A se
quence can be devised as follows:

1 Solve a linear program without
the inclusion of machine size entries
to obtain acreages, or guess at final
acreages.

2. Using these acreages, solve the
minimum cost machinery combina
tion, using Lagrange's method.

3. Using time values t; obtained
from equation 2, enter the machine-
size relationships in the program
matrix in the manner illustrated in
figure 1.

4. Solve the program and compare
the final acreages with the acreages
obtained from equation 1.

These four steps constitute one itera
tion of a combined "solve and verify"
program. If there is lack of agreement,
a second iteration can be performed
starting at step 2 and using acreages
obtained from equation 4.

\/300
\/300 + vioo

= 3.15 acres per hour

Vioo

X2

X

CONCLUSIONS

A programming solution obtained in
this manner insures the achievement of
a final program in which machinery is
sized and the scale of enterprises deter
mined simultaneously, with full inter
action between the fixed - cost of ma
chinery and the returns from the enter
prises.

This procedure, although at first
sight appearing tedious, has been em
ployed frequently by the author with
out difficulty.

Results of these applications have
provided substantiative data on ma
chinery requirements. Observation of
these data constitute another paper. In
general, such observations do not sup
port the contention that machinery
fixed - costs are the principle factor in
a cost-price squeeze.
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. . . RUNOFF FREQUENCY
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be used to describe the population ex
cept for one year in which an unusual
rainstorm of 3.74 inches resulted in a
peak estimated at 960 cfs. For the
fourteen years of record, the peak flows
originated from snowmelt except for
three years when peaks resulted from
sudden rainstorms. An analysis of the
peak flows originating from rain alone
is not warranted because of insufficient
data.

Peak flows calculated by the
Forsaith equation1 (3) superimposed
on the measured values for the Davin
watershed (figure 3), approach the
measured values in the low flow
range, but tend to deviate as the
peak flows increase. The calculated
values of Forsaith were all higher than
the measured values for different pro
babilities. This may be explained by
the fact that the data used by Forsaith
were obtained from areas larger than
the Davin watershed in which factors
affecting watershed yield may not have
been as predominant. In addition, the
use of a V-notch weir for measuring
flow is considered to be more accurate
than stream-gauging techniques.

'Forsaith equation is:

Q = C(32.3 A0-5 T0-444)

where: Q is the peak flood in cfs that
may be anticipated to be equalled or
exceeded, on an average, once in a
period of T years; C is the runoff
coefficient, the value of which de
pends on the watershed characteris
tics and geographic location of the
drainage area; A is the watershed
area in square miles, and T is the
frequency period in years.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Watershed studies conducted indi
cate that a wide range of runoff vol
umes and peak flows can be expected
from a 2987-acre watershed. Ninety
percent or more of the total runoff
resulted from snowfall which accounted
for approximately a third of the an
nual precipitation. The measured peak
flows from 1951 to 1964 were found
to be less than that estimated from the
Forsaith equation. Results to date in
dicate that more than 14 years of
data are required to establish a reliable
frequency analysis. Extreme events
have occurred and further knowledge
of these events would be of value for
design purposes.

continued on page 36
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